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In both extreme and everyday situations, humans need to find
nearby objects that cannot be located visually. In such situations,
auditory display technology could be used to display information
supporting object targeting. Unfortunately, spatial audio inade-
quately conveys sound source elevation, which is crucial for locat-
ing objects in 3D space. To address this, three auditory display
concepts were developed and evaluated in the context of finding
objects within a virtual room, in either low or no visibility con-
ditions: (1) a one-time height-denoting “area cue,” (2) ongoing
“proximity feedback,” or (3) both. All three led to improvements
in performance and subjective workload compared to no sound.
Displays (2) and (3) led to the largest improvements. This pattern
was smaller, but still present, when visibility was low, compared
to no visibility. These results indicate that persons who need to
locate nearby objects in limited visibility conditions could benefit
from the types of auditory displays considered here.
1. INTRODUCTION
There are a variety of situations in which humans need to nav-
igate spaces with limited visual input. Auditory guidance sys-
tems, such as purpose-built navigation systems for visually im-
paired persons [1, 2, 3], or consumer navigation software, have
tended to focus on guiding a person to locations of interest on
a two-dimensional plane. However, supporting 2D navigation is
only part of the solution. Many occupations and everyday tasks
involve targeting nearby objects in 3D with limited visual input.
For example, in first responder scenarios, personnel may need to
quickly locate task-critical objects which are obscured by smoke or
debris. Similarly, persons operating underwater or in other unique
environments with limited visibility may need to locate tools or
machinery. People with visual impairment must solve this prob-
lem to carry out everyday tasks. As visual-focused VR/MR (Vir-
tual/Mixed Reality) systems become increasingly common and ca-
pable of operation in varied situations, research into the ability of
auditory displays to assist with such tasks is needed.
Unassisted, targeting objects can be cumbersome without the
use of vision. Searching a 3D space without full quality visual in-
put can take a great deal of time, and be a frustrating experience.
This type of task can be divided into two components: determin-
ing/recalling the right area to search, and targeting the object itself.
This work is licensed under Creative Commons Attribution Non
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Each of these task components could be supported by different
types of information.
First, a person needs to know the general area within which
a nearby object is likely to be located. For example, a firefighter
might need to locate a control panel, and knows that these are typi-
cally mounted roughly at chest height. This component of the task
can be considered a knowledge problem as much as a perceptual-
motor problem. Information supporting the selection of the correct
search area could be retrieved from a person’s memory, or an MR
system could communicate target information pulled from an ob-
ject database [4] or inferred via machine vision.
After deciding on the correct search area, a person must then
accurately move a hand or tool to their target. If high fidelity visual
input is available, a visual search may be conducted to precisely lo-
cate the target, followed by a reaching motion that is guided by a
visuo-motor feedback loop [5]. However, if sufficient visual in-
put is not available, making precise motor movements to a specific
location can be difficult, even if that location is known and serial
tactile search is not required. This task component can be consid-
ered a perceptual-motor problem as well as a knowledge problem.
Interventions might utilize machine vision or wearable sensors to
provide precise nonvisual guidance that would assist the user in
moving all the way to the target, effectively creating an ‘audio-
motor’ feedback loop.
1.1. The Sound of Space
Sound can be used both to convey 3D location information and to
guide movement. However, humans tend to be relatively poor at
perceiving the elevation of sound sources. Planar localization can
utilize multiple types of information derived from binaural dispar-
ities [6], but elevation perception must rely on subtle spectral in-
formation derived from the way sounds are occluded by the head,
ears, and shoulders, depending their direction of origin.
For virtual sound sources rendered using spatial audio, this in-
herent difficulty is compounded by the fact that simulating spectral
information with high fidelity is more difficult than simulating bin-
aural disparities. Spectral changes can be synthesized using Head-
Related Transfer Functions (HRTFs) [7]. HRTFs can be effective
if customized to reflect the geometry of an individual’s pinnae and
head/shoulders, but this is rarely feasible. Generalized HRTFs,
while functional, are often not effective enough for a listener to
consistently resolve elevation [8]. As such, relying solely on spa-
tial audio effects to represent the position of a target in 3D space
is unlikely to be effective.
Some systems have instead utilized Text-To-Speech (TTS) to
describe the location of nearby objects. Thakoor et al. [9] tested
https://doi.org/10.21785/icad2019.008 155
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a system that provided TTS denoting the presence of objects rec-
ognized by a mobile camera in one of nine areas in front of the
user (e.g. “upper right”). May et al. [3] suggested that brief TTS
description of object manipulation information (e.g. “trash can,
button on lid”) could be appropriate in some cases. A system de-
veloped by Doush et al. [10] assisted participants with blindness
in grasping a specific library book via TTS description.
However, TTS description of object position can be relatively
slow and cumbersome. It is also inappropriate in the myriad of sit-
uations in which a person’s auditory environment is not conducive
to TTS comprehension, or, conversely, in those in which a person’s
capacity to comprehend incoming speech should not be disrupted
by TTS. In this study, we instead consider two approaches to uti-
lizing nonspeech audio to either (1) quickly convey initial search-
limiting location information, or (2) continuously and precisely
guide motor movements.
1.1.1. Area Cueing Approach
One form a nonspeech targeting display could take is a discrete, in-
formational area cue that informs the user in which area to search
for the target object. Such a system could be implemented using
information retrieved from a database about expected object loca-
tions, or in response to one-time machine-vision recognition of a
target object. Systems of this nature could reduce target acquisi-
tion times by reducing the space that must be searched. However,
they would not assist with the second stage of targeting in which
the object must be precisely located and targeted.
Several area cueing systems have been considered in prior
work. Chincha and Tian [11] developed a system in which users
issued voice commands to initiate machine-vision search for tar-
get objects. If the object was in the camera’s field of view, a sound
confirmed its presence. Schauerte et al. [12] developed a machine-
vision-based “lost object finding” system. That system sonified
objects within the upper camera-viewable area with higher pitched
tones, and lower-area objects with lower pitched tones. Tempo
was mapped to object location confidence, and left-right location
was represented through sound panning. Users gave the system
generally positive ratings.
The effectiveness of an area cue may depend on its ability
to swiftly and correctly communicate spatial information, to al-
low a user to immediately begin moving their extremity toward
the target area without waiting to interpret more elaborate TTS or
nonspeech displays. As such, choosing sounds that match expec-
tations is crucial to optimizing this information transfer. It has
consistently been found that higher pitched sounds tend to be as-
sociated with more highly elevated objects, and that lower pitched
sounds tend to be associated with lower objects [13,14,15]. This
pitch-elevation mapping reflects a statistical regularity of acoustic
scenes [16, 17]. Thus, for the area cue sonification evaluated in this
study, cue pitch was used to quickly communicate the elevation of
the area in which the target resided.
1.1.2. Proximity Feedback Approach
Alternatively, a system could guide the entire process of object
targeting by displaying an ongoing sonification of the user’s hand
position relative to the target. This would allow the user to target
the object in 3D space solely through the sonification. While a
system of this nature could represent relative position in three di-
mensions, in this study we considered a simpler, unidimensional
display that provided continuous proximity feedback. The prox-
imity feedback paradigm is similar to the real-time sonification of
human movement, which has been shown to be effective for ath-
letes and others endeavoring to carry out complex, precise move-
ments, even when visual feedback was also available [18]. Unlike
area cueing, proximity feedback supports the entire targeting task.
However, it could also become distracting in environments with
some visibility, and has significant technical requirements such as
wearable sensors or cameras.
Displaying proximity feedback entails representing a dynami-
cally changing variable: the current distance from the user’s hand
to the target. Higher pitch and tempo tend to be conceptually as-
sociated with closer proximity, as well as the related property of
urgency [19, 20]. As such, in the proximity feedback design tested
in this study, pitch and tempo communicated the proximity of the
participant’s hand to the target as it moved about in 3D space.
1.2. Current Study
The goal of this study was to investigate the effectiveness of area
cues and proximity feedback in facilitating object targeting in lo-
cal space. Participants were asked to walk around a virtual kitchen
(Figure 1), and physically reach for target objects, with assistance
from either an area cueing display, a proximity feedback display,
both displays at once, or without assistance, in either a low visibil-
ity or a no visibility environment.
2. METHOD
2.1. Participants
There were 40 participants, with a mean age of 21 (SD = 3.23). 27
were male, 10 were female, and 3 elected not to specify. All were
undergraduates at a technical university in the southeast United
States. Participants reported normal/corrected vision and hearing,
and had sufficient mobility/ dexterity to complete study tasks.
2.2. Materials
2.2.1. Virtual Environment
The experiment took place in a virtual environment created in
Unity1. SteamVR2 was used to support an HTC Vive VR sys-
tem. The Unity scene ran on a control computer, which streamed
video and audio to the Vive head-mounted display, as well as hap-
tics to a handheld controller. This controller was also used to track
the participant’s hand position, and accept button-press responses
from the participant. Audio was spatialized using the Steam Audio
Unity asset, which provides real-time blended HRTF and acoustic
simulation effects3. The software automatically recorded perfor-
mance data. The rendered environment consisted of a kitchen-like
room approximately 3 ⇥ 3 meters in size (Figure 1). There were
two drawer-countertop-cupboard “stacks” along each of the four
walls, making for a total of eight possible 2D locations.
Within each of the eight kitchen stacks, a target could exist
within three elevation areas: low (in one of the drawers), middle
(on the counter), or high (on a shelf within the cabinet, see Figure
2). Each of these areas was populated with 2–5 distractor objects
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performance data. The rendered environment consisted of a 
kitchen-like room appr ximately 3x3 meters in size (Figure 1).
There were two drawer-countertop-cupboard “stacks” along each
of the four walls, making for a total of eight possible 2D locations. 
Figure 1. Virtual study environment.
Within each of the eight kitchen stacks, a target could exist
within three elevation areas: low (in one of the drawers), middle
(on the counter), or high (on a shelf within the cabinet, see Figure
2). Each of these areas was populated with 2-5 distractor objects
near the target. Distractor objects were plates, coffee mugs, bowls,
glasses, and white cylinders. At the start of each trial, one of the
white cylinders was replaced by a white capsule (Figure 2), which
was the target object. Thus, the distractors were all visually
similar to the target, to the point where participants in the low
visibility conditions would need to move their head close to the 
objects to tell if the target was present in that area, and/or which
object was the target. While participants could complete the task 
in this way, they could also elect to use the auditory displays to
determine the target object’s general location or guide targeting.
Figure 2. A kitchen stack, with the target (capsule, center) and
distractors (plates, glasses, bowls, mugs, and cylinders).
2.2.2.Auditory and Haptic Displays
The 2D navigation beacon was a tone that was spatialized to 
“point” in the direction of the target stack. Its tempo increased as
the participant approached the target stack, similar to [1].
The area cue was a brief sound played just after the
participant entered the capture radius of the target stack. One of
three variations was played depending on whether the target was
in the middle elevation area (countertop), the high elevation area
(cupboard) or the low elevation area (drawers).
The area cue was designed to strike a balance between
clarity, brevity, and appropriate continuity with the 2D navigation
experience. As such, each cue variant was constructed as a 
composite of several copies of the 2D beacon sound. Some of
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these copies were pitch shifted up or down, with the original 2D
navigation sound always included. This produced a “chord,”
including the 2D beacon sound as the highest, middle, or lowest 
comprising note. For the middle elevation area cue, the 2D beacon
sound was played alongside components both one octave higher
and one octave lower. For the high area cue, components were
added that were pitch-shifted upward by up to two octaves. For
the low area cue, components were added that were pitch-shifted
down by up to two octaves. The higher or lower pitched
components faded in gradually over the course of a half second,
creating a transition between the 2D beacon and area cue.
The proximity feedback was implemented as a repeating tone 
whose pitch and tempo changed depending on the proximity of
the hand to the target. At maximum range, the tone played
approximately once a second, and at minimum range it played
approximately 10 times per second, and was one octave higher in
pitch. Thus, increasing proximity was displayed via rising pitch
and increasing tempo.
In the conditions with both the area cue and the proximity 
feedback, the area cue played once upon capture radius entry, and
then the proximity feedback began playing normally.
In order to simulate the ability of a person to search for an object
by feeling object contours, the Vive’s haptic feedback capabilities
were utilized. When the handheld controller (Figure 3) was inside
an object, the participant felt a continuous vibration. This
vibration was given one of three strengths, depending on the type
of virtual object that the participant’s hand was inside of.
If the participant’s hand was inside of a wall or kitchen 
structure such as a cabinet or drawer, they felt a weak vibration. If
it was inside of a distractor object, they felt a medium vibration.
Finally, if the participant’s hand was inside of the target object,
they felt a strong vibration. Vibration strengths were different
enough to be clearly discriminable to a person with typical tactile 
acuity. In the No Visibility + No Sound condition, participants
relied entirely on this haptic information.
The two visibility levels were created using Unity post-
processing effects. In conditions with no visibility, post-
processing was activated to make the scene completely dark.
However, participants were able to see a blue box representing the
floor, and a blue wireframe representing the virtual safety
boundary. In low visibility conditions, a depth of field effect was
applied in order to simulate generic limited visibility conditions. 
This effect caused objects to appear too blurry for a viewer to
resolve precise form at most ranges. From a distance, participants
could see the contours of the cabinets, and perceive that objects
were present, but could not discriminate between targets and
distractors without leaning in closer. Objects only resolved
completely when viewed within a distance of approximately
15cm. Instead of leaning closer, which was physically effortful,
participants were also able to utilize haptic feedback, or the
auditory targeting displays, or could repeatedly guess.
2.3. Procedure
Upon consenting to participate, participants were fitted with the
virtual reality headset and instructed in the task. Participants first
practiced completing the task in a full visibility training mode.
Each condition consisted of a set of object targeting trials. After
each condition, participants were given an iPad, which they used
Figure 1: Virtual study environment.
glasses, and white cylinders. At the start of each trial, one of the
white cylinders was replaced by a white capsule (Figure 2), which
was the target object. Thus, the distractors were all visually similar
to the target, to the point where participants in the low visibility
conditions would need to move their head close to the objects to
tell if the target was present in that area, and/or which object was
the target. While participants could complete the task in this way,
they could also elect t use the audit ry displays to determin the
target object’s gen r l location or guide argeting.
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performance data. The rendered environment consisted of a 
kitchen-like room approximately 3x3 meters in size (Figure 1).
There were two drawer-countertop-cupboard “stacks” along each
of the four walls, making for a total of eight possible 2D locations. 
Figure 1. Virtual study environment.
Within each of the eight kitchen stacks, a target could exist
within three elevation areas: low (in one of the drawers), middle
(on the counter), or high (on a shelf within the cabinet, see Figure
2). Each of these areas was populated with 2-5 distractor objects
near the target. Distractor objects were plates, coffee mugs, bowls,
glasses, and white cylinders. At the start of each trial, one of the
white cylinders was replaced by a white capsule (Figure 2), which
was the target object. Thus, the distractors were all visually
similar to the target, to the point where participants in the low
visibility conditions would need to move their head close to the 
objects to tell if the target was present in that area, and/or which
object was the target. While participants could complete the task 
in this way, they could also elect to use the auditory displays to
determine the target object’s general location or guide targeting.
Figure 2. A kitchen stack, with the target (capsule, center) and
distractors (plates, glasses, bowls, mugs, and cylinders).
2.2.2. uditory and Haptic Displays
The 2D navigation beacon was a tone that was spatialized to 
“point” in the direction of the target stack. Its tempo increased as
the participant approached the target stack, similar to [1].
The area cue was a brief sound played just after the
participant entered the capture radius of the target stack. One of
three variations was played depending on whether the target was
in the middle elevation area (countertop), the high elevation area
(cupboard) or the low elevation area (drawers).
The area cue was designed to strike a balance between
clarity, brevity, and appropriate continuity with the 2D navigation
experience. As such, each cue variant was constructed as a 
composite of several copies of the 2D beacon sound. Some of
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these copies were pitch shifted up or down, with the original 2D
navigation sound always included. This produced a “chord,”
including the 2D beacon sound as the highest, middle, or lowest 
comprising note. For the middle elevation area cue, the 2D beacon
sound was played alongside components both one octave higher
and one octave lower. For the high area cue, components were
added that were pitch-shifted upward by up to two octaves. For
the low area cue, components were added that were pitch-shifted
down by up to two octaves. The higher or lower pitched
components faded in gradually over the course of a half second,
creating a transition between the 2D beacon and area cue.
The proximity feedback was implemented as a repeating tone 
whose pitch and tempo changed depending on the proximity of
the hand to the target. At maximum range, the tone played
approximately once a second, and at minimum range it played
approximately 10 times per second, and was one octave higher in
pitch. Thus, increasing proximity was displayed via rising pitch
and increasing tempo.
In the conditions with both the area cue and the proximity 
feedback, the area cue played once upon capture radius entry, and
then the proximity feedback began playing normally.
In order to simulate the ability of a person to search for an object
by feeling object contours, the Vive’s haptic feedback capabilities
were utilized. When the handheld controller (Figure 3) was inside
an object, the participant felt a continuous vibration. This
vibration was given one of three strengths, depending on the type
of virtual object that the participant’s hand was inside of.
If the participant’s hand was inside of a wall or kitchen 
structure such as a cabinet or drawer, they felt a weak vibration. If
it was inside of a distractor object, they felt a medium vibration.
Finally, if the participant’s hand was inside of the target object,
they felt a strong vibration. Vibration strengths were different
enough to be clearly discriminable to a person with typical tactile 
acuity. In the No Visibility + No Sound condition, participants
relied entirely on this haptic information.
The two visibility levels were created using Unity post-
processing effects. In conditions with no visibility, post-
processing was activated to make the scene completely dark.
However, participants were able to see a blue box representing the
floor, and a blue wireframe representing the virtual safety
boundary. In low visibility conditions, a depth of field effect was
applied in order to simulate generic limited visibility conditions. 
This effect caused objects to appear too blurry for a viewer to
resolve precise form at most ranges. From a distance, participants
could see the contours of the cabinets, and perceive that objects
were present, but could not discriminate between targets and
distractors without leaning in closer. Objects only resolved
completely when viewed within a distance of approximately
15cm. Instead of leaning closer, which was physically effortful,
participants were also able to utilize haptic feedback, or the
auditory targeting displays, or could repeatedly guess.
2.3. Procedure
Upon consenting to participate, participants were fitted with the
virtual reality headset and instructed in the task. Participants first
practiced completing the task in a full visibility training mode.
Each condition consisted of a set of object targeting trials. After
each condition, participants were given an iPad, which they used
Figure 2: A kitchen tack, with the target (c psule, center) and
distractors (plates, glasses, bowls, mugs, and cylinders).
2.2.2. Auditory and Haptic Displays
The 2D navigation beacon was a tone that was spatialized to
“point” in the direction of the target stack. Its tempo increased
as the participant approach d the target stack, similar to [1].
The ar a cu was a brief sound play d jus after the partici-
pant entered the captur r ius of the target stack. One of three
variations w s played pending on whether the target was in the
middle el ation area (c untertop), the high elevation rea (cup-
board) or the low elev tion area (drawer ).
The area cue was designed to strike balance between clarity,
brevity, and appropriate continuity with the 2D navigation experi-
ence. As such, each cue variant was constructed as a composite of
several copies of the 2D beacon sound. Some of these copies were
pitch shifted up or down, with the original 2D navigation sound al-
ways included. This produced a “chord,” including the 2D beacon
sound as the highest, middle, or lowest comprising note. For the
middle elevation area cue, the 2D beacon sound was played along-
side components both one octave higher and one octave lower. For
the high area cue, components ere added that were pitch-shifted
upward by up to two ctaves. For th low area cue, components
were added that were pitch-shifted d wn by up to two octaves.
The higher or lower pitched c mponents faded in gradually over
the course of a half second, creating transition between the 2D
b acon and are cue
The proximity feedback was implemented as a re eating tone
whose pitch and te po changed epending the proximity of the
hand to the target. At maximum range, the tone played approxi-
mately once a second, and at minimum range it played approxi-
mately 10 times per second, and was one octave higher in pitch.
Thus, increasing proximity was displayed via rising pitch and in-
creasing tempo.
In the conditions with both the area cue and the proximity
feedback, the area cue played once upon capture radius entry, and
then the proximity feedback began playing normally. In order to
simulate the ability of a person to search for an object by feel-
ing object contours, the Vive’s haptic feedback capabilities were
utilized. When the handheld controller (Figure 3) was inside an
object, the participant felt a continuous vibration. This vibration
was given one of thre strength , depending o the type of virtual
object that the participant’s hand was i side of.
i t’ as inside of a wall or kitchen struc-
ture such as a cabinet or drawer, they felt a we k vibrat on. If it was
inside of a distractor object, they felt a medium vibration. Fi ally,
if the participant’s hand was inside of the target object, they felt a
strong vibration. Vi ration strengths were d fferent enough to be
clearly d scriminable to a pers n with typical tactile acuity. In the
No Visibility + No Sound condition, participants relied entirely
on this haptic information.
The t o visibility levels were created using Unity post-
processing effects. In conditions with no visibility, post-
processing was activated to make the scene completely dark. How-
ever, participants were able to see a blue box representing the floor,
and a blue wireframe representing the virtual safety boundary. In
low visibility conditions, a depth of field effect was applied in or-
der to simulate generic limited visibility conditions. This effect
caused objects to appear too blurry for a viewer to resolve pre-
cise form at most ranges. From a distance, participants could
see the contours of the cabinets, and perceive that objects were
present, but could not discriminat between targets and distractors
ithout l aning in closer. Objects only r solved co pletely when
viewed within a dista ce of approximately 15cm. Instead of lean-
ing loser, hich was physical y effor ful, parti ipants were also
able to utilize hapt c feedback, or the auditory targeting displays,
or could repeatedly guess.
2.3. Procedure
Upon consenting to participate, participants were fitted with the
virtual reality headset and instructed in the task. Participants first
p acticed completing the task in a full visibility training mode.
E h condition consisted of a set of object targeting trials. After
e condition, participants were given an iPad, which they used
to complete the NASA TLX, which assesses subjective workload
associated with a task [21]. After completing all eight conditions,
participants filled out a demographic questionnaire.
Each trial consisted of two stages. First, the participant used
the 2D auditory beacon to walk to the kitchen stack that contained
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the target. This procedure was included to increase the validity of
the targeting task, and the ‘virtual room’ paradigm. Upon entering
the 0.75-meter capture radius of the target stack, the 2D navigation
beacon ceased.
During the second stage, the participant was instructed to find
the target object as quickly and accurately as possible, using the
different 3D assistance sounds (Figure 3). Doing this required
moving the handheld controller, so that it was within the target ob-
ject, and depressing the trigger on the controller to simulate grasp-
ing the target. The three sound types provided different forms of
assistance during this second stage of each trial.
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to complete the NASA TLX, which assesses subjective workload
associated with a task [21]. After completing all eight conditions,
participants filled out a demographic questionnaire.
Each trial consisted of two stages. First, the participant used
the 2D auditory beacon to walk to the kitchen stack that contained
the target. This procedure was included to increase the validity of
the targeting task, and the ‘virtual room’ paradigm. Upon entering
the 0.75-meter capture radius of the target stack, the 2D
navigation beacon ceased.
During the second stage, the participant was instructed to
find the target object as quickly and accurately as possible, using
the different 3D assistance sounds (Figure 3). Doing this required
moving the handheld controller, so that it was within the target
object, and depressing the trigger on the controller to simulate
grasping the target. The three sound types provided different
forms of assistance during this second stage of each trial.
Figure 3. Tracked space and participant view during full
visibility training.
Typically, humans make goal-directed movements in two 
parts. First, a large, rapid movement is undertaken that often falls
short of the target. Second, after a moment of information uptake, 
a smaller and slower movement is undertaken to refine the limb
position and reach the target [22, 23]. In this study, if the area cue
was present, participants could first make a rapid, imprecise
movement into the vicinity of the countertop, cupboard, or
drawers, as specified by the area cue. Whether or not they heard
the area cue, participants ultimately had to determine which of the
objects was in fact the target, and guide the controller precisely to
it. The proximity feedback assisted with this by providing a
continuous sonification of the controller’s distance from the target
as the controller moved.
In the No Visibility + Area Cue and No Visibility + No
Sound conditions, the nature of the targeting task was
qualitatively different. Because visibility was zero, participants
needed to use the haptic information to determine the layout of the
stack and/or to disambiguate targets from distractors. During pilot
testing, participants were capable of completing the task in these 
two conditions, but found it frustrating and time consuming. In
response, a ‘timeout’ procedure was implemented. If a participant
took over a minute to complete a trial, the system moved on to the
next trial and recorded a ‘timeout.’ Data were not analyzed for 
these timed-out trials.
Upon pulling the controller’s trigger while it occupied the
same virtual space as the target, participants heard a confirmation
sound and the next trial began. In the case of a timeout, the next
trial began without the confirmation sound.
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The target was placed in each of the 8 stacks, 3 times (one
each for low, medium or high areas), for a total of 24 trials per
condition. The order of trials was randomized. To avoid
confusion, participants never had to navigate to the same stack 
twice in a row, nor to either of the immediately adjacent stacks.
2.4. Experiment Design
There were two independent variables, Sound Type and Visibility
Level. Visibility Level could be either no visibility or low
visibility (Table 1). Sound Type could be either no sound, area
cue, proximity feedback, or the area cue with subsequent
proximity feedback (AC+PF). Each participant experienced all of
the resulting eight experimental conditions in a single session. The
order of conditions was counterbalanced.
Visibility Level
No Visibility Low Visibility
No Sound No Sound +No Visibility
No Sound +
Low Visibility
Area Cue Area Cue +No Visibility
Area Cue +
Low Visibility
Sound Proximity Prox. Feed + Prox. Feed +
Type Feedback No Visibility Low Visibility
Area Cue +
Proximity AC+PF + AC+PF +
Feedback No Visibility Low Visibility
(AC+PF)
Table 1. Conditions experienced by each participant.
2.4.1.Dependent Variables
Six dependent variables were measured. Task time was measured
as the elapsed time from the moment the trial began to the
moment the participant found the target. Hand travel distance was
measured as the distance the participant’s hand traveled from the
start of the targeting task, to when it reached the target. A shorter
hand travel distance indicated that participants had moved their
hand to the target more efficiently. The number of timeouts
reflected the number of cases a participant took more than a
minute to complete a task, generally reflecting the participant
becoming lost or giving up. The number of errors was measured
as a tally of instances in which the participant pulled the trigger on
the handheld controller without it being within the target. 
Although there was always sufficient information to avoid
such errors, participants could “guess” by moving the controller
and pulling the trigger without waiting to confirm if it was within
a target. As such, this error count reflects frustration or impatience
more than targeting accuracy. Finally, to assess subjective
workload, a NASA TLX composite score was generated.
2.4.2.Hypotheses and Analyses
It was hypothesized that the sound types would have different
effects depending on the level of visibility. 
When no visibility was present, it was expected that the
sound types that conveyed the most information about location of
the target would perform better, with the AC+PF condition
leading to the highest performance, followed by the proximity
feedback, area cue, and then no sound conditions.
In the low visibility conditions, it was expected that the area
cue would lead to the highest performance, due to the fact that it 
could provide helpful information without interrupting the task
flow of participants who elected to target using the visuals.
Figure 3: Tracked space and participant view during full visibility
training.
Typically, humans make goal-directed movements in two
parts. First, a large, rapid movement is undertaken that often falls
short of the target. Second, after a moment of information uptake,
a smaller and slower movement is undertaken to refine the limb
position and reach the target [22, 23]. In this study, if the area
cue was present, participants could first make a rapid, imprecise
movement into the vicinity of the countertop, cupboard, or draw-
ers, as specified by the area cue. Whether or not they heard the
area cue, participants ultimately had to determine which of the ob-
jects was in fact the target, and guide t e controller precisely to it.
The proximity feedback assisted with this by providing a continu-
ous sonification of the controller’s distance from the target as the
controller moved.
In the No Visibility + Area Cue and No Visibility + No Sound
conditions, the nature of the targeting task was qualitatively differ-
ent. Because visibility was zero, participants needed to use the
haptic information to determine the layout of the stack and/or to
disambiguate targets from distractors. During pilot testing, par-
ticipants were capable of completing the task in these two condi-
tions, but found it frustrating and time consuming. In response, a
‘timeout’ procedure was implemented. If a participant took over a
minute to complete a trial, the system moved on to the next trial
and recorded a ‘timeout.’ Data were not analyzed for these timed-
out trials.
Upon pulling the controller’s trigger while it occupied the
sa e virtual space as the target, participants heard a confirmation
t e next trial began. In the case of a timeout, th next
t fir tion sound.
The target was placed in each of the 8 stacks, 3 times (one
each for low, medium or high areas), for a total of 24 trials per
condition. The order of trials was randomized. To avoid confusion,
participants never had to navigate to the same stack twice in a row,
nor to either of the immediately adjacent stacks.
2.4. Experiment Design
There were two independent variables, Sound Type and Visibility
Level. Visibility Level could be either no visibility or low visibility
(Table 1). Sound Type could be either no sound, area cue, proxim-
ity feedback, or the area cue with subsequent proximity feedback
(AC+PF). Each participant experienced all of the resulting eight
experimental conditions in a single session. The order of condi-
tions was counterbalanced.
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to complete the NASA TLX, which assesses subjective workload
associated with a task [21]. After completing all eight conditions,
participants filled out a demographic questionnaire.
Each trial consisted of two stages. First, the participant used
the 2D auditory beacon to walk to the kitchen stack that contained
the target. This procedure was included to increase the validity of
the targeting task, and the ‘virtual room’ paradigm. Upon entering
the 0.75-meter capture radius of the target stack, the 2D
navigation beacon ceased.
During the second stage, the participant was instructed to
find the target object as quickly and accurately as possible, using
the different 3D assistance sounds (Figure ). Doing this required
oving the handheld control er, so that it was within the target
object, an  depressing the tri ger on the controller to simulate
grasping the target. T e three sound types provi ed diff rent
forms of assistance during this second stage of each trial.
Figure 3. Tracked space and participant view during full
visibility training.
Typically, humans make goal-directed movements in two 
parts. First, a large, rapid movement is undertaken that often falls
short of the target. Second, after a moment of information uptake, 
a smaller and slower movement is undertaken to refine the limb
position and reach the target [22, 23]. In this study, if the area cue
was present, participants could first make a rapid, imprecise
m vement into the vicini y of the countertop, cupboard, or
drawers, as sp cified by the area c e. Whether or not they hea d
the area cue, participants ultimately had to determine which of the
objects was in fact the target, and guide the controller precisely to
it. The proximity feedback assisted with this by providing a
continuous sonification of the controller’s distance from the target
as the controller moved.
In the No Visibility + Area Cue and No Visibility + No
Sound conditions, the nature of the targeting task was
qualitatively different. Because visibility was zero, participants
needed to use the haptic information to determine the layout of the
stack and/or to disambiguate targets from distractors. During pilot
testing, participants were capable of completing the task in these 
two conditions, but found it frustrating and time consuming. In
response, a ‘timeout’ procedure was i plemented. If a participant
took over a minute to complete a trial, the system moved n to the
next trial and recorded a ‘timeout.’ Data were not analyz d for 
these time -out tr als.
Upon pulling the controller’s trigger while it occupied the
same virtual space as the target, participants heard a confirmation
sound and the next trial began. In the case of a timeout, the next
trial began without the confirmation sound.
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The target was placed in each of the 8 stacks, 3 times (one
each for low, medium or high areas), for a total of 24 trials per
condition. The order of trials was randomized. T  avoid
confusion, participants never had to navigate to the same stack 
twice in a row, nor to either of the immediately adjacent stacks.
2.4. Experiment Design
There were two independent variables, Sound Type and Visibility
Level. Visibility Level could be either no visibility or low
visibility (Table 1). Sound Type could be either no sound, area
cue, proximity feedback, or th  ar a cue with subsequent
proximity feedback (AC+PF). Each participa t exp rienced all f
the resulting eight experimental conditions in a single session. The
order of conditions was counterbalanced.
Visibility Level
No Visibility Low Visibility
No Sound No Sound +No Visibility
No Sound +
Low Visibility
Area Cue Area Cue +No Visibility
Area Cue +
Low Visibility
Sound Proximity Prox. Feed + Prox. Feed +
Type Feedback No Visibility Low Visibility
Area Cue +
Proximity AC+PF + AC+PF +
Feedback No Visibility Low Visibility
(AC+PF)
Table 1. Conditions experienced by each participant.
2.4.1.Dependent Variables
Six dependent variables were measured. Task time was measured
as the elapsed time from the moment the trial began to the
moment the participant found the target. Hand travel distance was
measured as the distance the participant’s hand traveled from the
start of the targeting task, to when it reached the target. A shorter
hand travel distance indicated that participants had moved their
hand to the target more efficiently. The number of timeouts
reflected the number of cases a participant took more than a
minute to complete a task, generally reflecting the participant
becoming lost or giving up. The number of errors was measured
as a tally of instances in which the participant pulled the trigger on
the handheld controller without it being within the target. 
Although there was always sufficient information to avoid
such errors, participants could “guess” by moving the controller
and pulling the trigger without waiting to confirm if it was within
a target. As such, this error count reflects frustration or impatience
more than targeting accuracy. Finally, to assess subjective
workload, a NASA TLX composite score was generated.
2.4.2.Hypotheses and Analyses
It was hypothesized that the sound types would have different
effects depending on the level of visibility. 
When no visibility was present, it was expected that the
sound types that conveyed the most information about location of
the target would perform better, with the AC+PF condition
leading to the highest performance, followed by the proximity
feedback, area cue, and then no sound conditions.
In the low visibility conditions, it was expected that the area
cue would lead to the highest performance, due to the fact that it 
could provide helpful information without interrupting the task
flow of participants who elected to target using the visuals.
Table 1: Conditions experienced by each participant.
2.4.1. Dependent Variables
Six dependent variables were measured. Task time was measured
as the lapsed time from the moment the trial began to the moment
he participant found the targ t. Hand travel distance was mea-
sured as the distance the par icipant’s hand traveled from the start
of the targeting task, to whe it reached the target. A shorter hand
travel istance indicated that artici a ts had ved their hand to
the target more efficiently. The number of timeouts reflected the
number of cases a participant took mor than a minute to complete
a task, generally reflecting the participant becoming lost or giving
up. The number of errors was measured as a ta ly of instances in
which t participant pulled the trigger on the andheld controller
without it being within the target.
Although there was always sufficient information to avoid
such errors, participants could “guess” by moving the controller
and pulling the trigger without waiting to confirm if it was within
a target. As such, this error count reflects frustration or impatience
more than targeting accuracy. Finally, to assess subjective work-
load, a NASA TLX composite score was generated.
2.4.2. Hypotheses and Analyses
It was hypothesized that the sound types would have different ef-
fects depending on the level of visibility.
When no visibility was present, it was expected that the sound
types that conveyed the most information about location of the tar-
get would perform better, with the AC+PF condition leading to
the hig st performance, followed by the proximity feedback, area
cue, and then n sound conditions.
In the low visib lity conditions, it was expected tha the area
cue would lead to t e high st performance, due to the fact that
it could provide helpful information without interrupting the task
flow of participants who elected to target using the visuals.
Finally, it was hypothesized that all sound types would lead to
decreased workload, relative to no sounds, and that these differ-
ences would be largest in the no visibility conditions.
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For each dependent variable, a two-way Hyunh-Feldt repeated
measures ANOVA was conducted, followed, when appropriate, by
post-hoc paired Bonferroni t-tests. Post-hoc comparisons between
the no visibility and low visibility conditions within each sound
type showed significant differences in all cases, and are omitted
for brevity. Test statistics for other post-hoc t-tests (represented in
results tables) are also omitted.
3. RESULTS
3.1. Visibility Level
Across all dependent variables, participants performed signifi-
cantly better in the low visibility conditions, compared to the no
visibility conditions (Table 2).
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Finally, it was hypothesized that all sound types would lead 
to decreased workload, relative to no sounds, and that these
differences would be largest in the no visibility conditions.
For each dependent variable, a two- ay Hyunh-Feldt
repeated measures ANOVA wa conducted, followed, when 
appropriate, by post-hoc paired Bonferroni t-tests. Post-ho
comparisons between the no visibility and low visibility
c nditions within each sound typ sh wed significant differe ces
in all cases, and are omitted for brevity. Test statistics for other 
post-hoc t-tests (represented in results tables) are also omitted.
3. RESULTS
3.1. Visibility Level
Across all dependent variables, participants perf r ed
significantly better in the low visibility conditions, compared to
the no visibility conditions (Table 2).
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Table 2. Results by Visibility Level.
3.2. Sound Type
Sound Type had an impact on targeting task times, F(2.56, 63.99)
= 70.10, p < .001, η"# = .74. As shown in Table 3, participants were
substantially faster with all three types of sounds, compared to
when no sounds were present. They took the shortest time when
they heard either the proximity feedback or AC+PF. However, 
task times did not differ between the two conditions with
proximity feedback, suggesting that participants did not receive
meaningful benefits from the area cue when the proximity
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Table 3. Task time (seconds) by Sound Type.
The distance that participants moved their hand to reach 
targets was affected by the type of sound that they heard, F(1,
53.34) = 29.72, p < .001, η"# = .535. Table 4 shows that
participants in the two proximity feedback conditions were twice
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as efficient with their movements toward the target, compared to
the area cue and no sound conditions. However, as with other
dependent variables, proximity feedback and AC+PF led to
equatable performance. Hand travel distance was not different
between the area cue and no sound conditions, perhaps reflecting
the fact that area cued participants still had to do a significant
amount of effortful haptic and/or low visibility visual search to



























Table 4. Hand travel distance (decimeters) by Sound Type.
The number of times that participants timed out and failed to
find the target was affected by the type of sound they heard, 
F(2,50.06) = 51.34, p < .001, η"# = .673. Table 5 shows that the
two conditions containing proximity feedback both led to fewer
timeouts than the no sound and area cue conditions. However,


































Table 5. Number of timeouts by Sound Type.
The number of errors made by participants was impacted by
the type of sounds they heard, F(1.78, 44.39) = 51.34 , p < .001,
η"# = .715. Table 6 shows that, when participants heard either the
proximity feedback alone, or AC+PF, they committed fewer
errors than when they heard either the area cue or no sound. It was
observed that participants tended to “guess” more often in the no


































Table 6. Number of errors (count per trial) by Sound Type.
Subjective workload was impacted by the type of sound that
participants heard F(2.23, 69.02) = 19.13, p < .001, η"# = .382.
Table 7 shows that, when participants heard either proximity 
feedback or AC+PF, they reported lower workload, compared to
when they heard the area cue or no sound. However, when
participants heard the area cue only, they reported the same level
of workload as when they heard no sound. This suggests that
utilizing the area cue to limit subsequent search area was less 
Table 2: Results by Visibility Level.
3.2. Sound Type
Sound Type had an impact on targeting task times,
F (2.56, 63.99) = 70.10, p < .001, ⌘2p = .74. As shown
in Table 3, participants were substantially fast r with all three
ypes of sounds, compared to when no sounds were present.
They took the shortest time when they hear either the proximity
feedback or AC+PF. However, t sk times did not differ between
the two conditions with proximity feedback, suggesting that
participants did not receive meaningful benefits from the area cue
when the proximity feedback was also present.
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Finally, it was hypothesized that all sound types would lead 
to decreased workload, relative to no sounds, and that these
differences would be largest in the no visibility conditions.
For each dependent variable, a two-way Hyunh-Feldt
repeated measures ANOVA was conducted, followed, when 
appropriate, by post-hoc paired Bonferroni t-tests. Post-hoc
comparisons between the no visibility and low visibility
conditions within each sound type showed significant differences
in all cases, and are omitted for brevity. Test statistics for other 
post-hoc t-tests (represented in results tables) are also omitted.
3. RESULTS
3.1. Visibility Level
Across all dependent variables, participants performed
significantly better in the low visibility conditions, compared to
the no visibility conditions (Table 2).
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Table 2. Results by Visibility Level.
3.2. Sound Type
Sound Type had an imp ct on targeting ta k times, F(2.56, 63.99)
= 70.10, p < .001, η"# = .74. As s own in Table 3, partic pants were
substantially fa ter with ll three typ s of sounds, compar d to
when no sounds were pres nt. They took the shorte t time when
they heard ither the pr ximity feedb ck or AC+PF. How v r, 
task times did no  differ between the t o conditions with
proximity feedback, uggesting that participants did not receive
meaningful benefits from the area cue when the proximity
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Table 3. Task time (seconds) by Sound Type.
The distance that participants moved their hand to reach 
targets was affected by the type of sound that they heard, F(1,
53.34) = 29.72, p < .001, η"# = .535. Table 4 shows that
participants in the two proximity feedback conditions were twice
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as efficient with their movements toward the target, compared to
the area cue and no sound conditions. However, as with other
dependent variables, proximity feedback and AC+PF led to
equatable performance. Hand travel distance was not different
between the area cue and no sound conditions, perhaps reflecting
the fact that area cued participants still had to do a significant
amount of effortful haptic and/or low visibility visual search to



























Table 4. Hand travel distance (decimeters) by Sound Type.
The number of times that participants timed out and failed to
find the target was affected by the type of sound they heard, 
F(2,50.06) = 51.34, p < .001, η"# = .673. Table 5 shows that the
two conditions containing proximity feedback both led to fewer
timeouts than the no sound and area cue conditions. However,


































Table 5. Number of timeouts by Sound Type.
The number of errors made by participants was impacted by
the type of sounds they heard, F(1.78, 44.39) = 51.34 , p < .001,
η"# = .715. Table 6 shows that, when participants heard either the
proximity feedback alone, or AC+PF, they com itted fewer
errors than when they heard either the area cue or no sound. It was
observed that participants tended to “guess” more often in the no


































Table 6. Number of errors (count per trial) by Sound Type.
Subjective workload was impacted by the type of sound that
participants heard F(2.23, 69.02) = 19.13, p < .001, η"# = .382.
Table 7 shows that, when participants heard either proximity 
feedback or AC+PF, they reported lower workload, compared to
when they heard the area cue or no sound. However, when
participants heard the area cue only, they reported the same level
of workload as when they heard no sound. This suggests that
utilizing the area cue to limit subsequent search area was less 
T ble 3: Task time (seconds) by Sound Type.
The distance that participants moved their hand to reach
targets was affected by the type of sound that they heard,
F (1, 53.34) = 29.72, p < .001, ⌘2p = .535. Table 4 shows that
participants in the two proximity feedback conditions were twice
as efficient with their movements toward the target, compared to
the area cue and no sound conditions. H wever, as with other de-
p nden variables, proximity feedback and AC+PF led to equat-
able performance. Hand travel distance was not different between
the area cue and no sound conditions, perhaps reflecting the fact
that area cued participants still had to do a significant amount of
effortful haptic and/or low visibility visual search to precisely lo-
cate the targets.
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Finally, it was hypothesiz d that all s und ty s would lead 
o decre d workload, rel tive to o sou ds, and that hese
differences would be largest in the no visibility conditions.
For each dep ndent variable, a two-way Hyunh-Feldt
repeated me sures ANOVA was conducted, followed, when 
appropriate, by post-hoc paired Bonferroni t-tests. P st-hoc
comparisons between the no visibility and low visibility
conditions within each sound type showed significant differences
in all ca es, and are omitted for brevity. Test statistics for other 
post-hoc t-tests (represented in results tables) are also omitted.
3. RESULTS
3.1. Visibility Level
Across all dependent variables, participants performed
significantly better in the low visibility conditions, compared to
the no visibility conditions (Table ).
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Table 2. Results by Visibility Level.
3.2. Sound Type
Sound Typ ha  an impact on targeting task times, F(2.56, 63.99)
= 70.10, p < .001, η"# = .74. As shown in Table 3, pa ticipants were
substanti lly faster with all hree types of sou s, compared to
whe o soun s were pres nt. They took the shortest time when
th y heard either the proximity feedback or AC+PF. However, 
task times did not differ between th two conditions with
proximity feedback, suggesting that participants di  not receive
meaningful benefits from the area cue when the proximity
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Table 3. Task ime (seconds) by Sound Type.
The distance that participants moved their hand to reach 
targets was affected by the type of sound that they heard, F(1,
53.34) = 29.72, p < .001, η"# = .535. Table 4 shows that
participants in the two proximity feedback conditions were twice
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as fficient with their moveme ts t ward the target, compared to
ar a cue nd no sound conditions. However, as with other
dep ndent variables, proximity feedback and AC+PF l d to
equatable performance. Hand travel distance was not different
between the area cue and no sound conditions, perhaps reflecting
the fact that area cued participants still had to o a significant
amount of effortful haptic and/or low visibility visual search to



























Table 4. Hand travel distance (decimeters) by Sound Type.
The number of times that participants timed out and failed to
find the target was affect d by the type of sound they heard, 
F(2,50.06) = 51.34, p < .001, η"# = .673. Table 5 shows that the
two conditions contai ing proximity feedback both led to fewer
timeouts than the no sound and area cue conditions. However,


































Table 5. Number of timeouts by Sound Type.
The umber of errors made by participants was impacted by
the typ of sounds they heard, F(1.78, 44.39) = 51.34 , p < .001,
η"# = .715. Table 6 sh ws hat, w en participants heard either the
proximity feedba k l ne, or AC+PF, they committed fewer
errors than when they heard either the rea cue r no sound. It was
observed that participants tended to “guess” more often in the no


































Table 6. Number of errors (count per trial) by Sound Type.
Subjective workload was impacted by the type of sound that
F(2.23, 69.02) = 19.13, p < .001, η"# = .382.
Table 7 show  that, w n participants heard e ther proximity
feedback or AC+PF, hey reported lower workload, compared to
when they heard the area cue or no sound. However, when
participants heard the area cue only, they reported the same level
of workload as when they heard no sound. This suggests that
utilizing the area cue to limit subsequent search area was less 
Table 4: Hand travel distance (decimeters) by Sound Type.
The number of times that particip nts time ut and failed
to find the target was affected by the type of sound they heard,
F (2, 50.06) = 51.34, p < .001, ⌘2p = .673. Table 5 shows that
the two conditions containing proximity feedback both led to fewer
timeouts than the no sound and area cue conditions. However, per-
formance was not different between these two conditions.
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Finally, it was hypothesized that all sound types would lead 
to decreas d workload, relative to no sounds, and that these
differences would be largest in the no visibility conditions.
For each dependent variable, a two-way Hyunh-Feldt
repeated measures ANOVA was conducted, followed, when 
appropriate, by post-hoc paired Bonferroni t-tests. Post-hoc
comparisons between the no visibility and low visibility
conditions within each sound type showed significant differences
in all cases, and are omitted for brevity. Test statistics for other 
post-hoc t-tests (represented in results tables) are also omitted.
3. RESULTS
3.1. Visibility Level
Across all dependent variables, participants performed
significantly better in the low visibility conditions, compared to
the no visibility conditions (Table 2).
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Tabl 2. R sult b Visibi ity Lev l.
3.2. Soun  Type
Sound Type had an impact on targeting task times, F(2.56, 63.99)
= 70.10, p < .001, η"# = .74. As shown in Table 3, participants were
substantially faster with all three types of sounds, compared to
when no sounds were present. They took the shortest time when
they heard either the proximity feedback or AC+PF. However, 
task times did not differ between the two conditions with
proximity feedback, suggesting that participants did not receive
meaningful benefits from the area cue when the proximity
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Table 3. Task time (seconds) by Sound Type.
The distance that participants moved their hand to reach 
targets was affected by the type of sound that they heard, F(1,
53.34) = 29.72, p < .001, η"# = .535. Table 4 shows that
participants in the two proximity feedback conditions were twice
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as efficient with their movements toward the target, compared to
t e area cue and no sound conditions. However, as with other
dependent variables, proximity feedback and AC+PF led to
equa able performance. Hand travel distance was not different
betwee  the area cue and no sound conditions, perhaps reflecting
the fact that area cued participants still had to do a significant
amount of effortful haptic and/or low visibility visual search to



























Table 4. Hand travel distance (decimeters) by Sound Type.
The number of times that participa ts timed out and failed to
find the target was affect d y th type of sound they heard, 
F(2,50.06) = 51.34, p < .001, η"# = .673. Table 5 shows that he
two conditio s co taining proximity fe dback b th led to fewer
timeouts than the no sound and area cue conditions. However,


































Ta le 5. Number of timeouts by Soun Type.
The number of errors made by participants was impacted by
the type of sounds they heard, F(1.78, 44.39) = 51.34 , p < .001,
η"# = .715. Table 6 shows that, when participants heard either the
proximity feedback alone, or AC+PF, they committed fewer
errors than when they heard either the area cue or no sound. It was
observed that participants tended to “guess” more often in the no


































Table 6. Number of errors (count per trial) by Sound Type.
Subjective workload was impacted by he ype of sound that
participants heard F(2.23, 69.02) = 19.13, p < .001, η"# = .382.
Table 7 shows that, when participants heard either proximity 
feedback or AC+PF, they reported lower workload, compared to
when they heard the area cue or no sound. However, when
participants heard the area cue only, they reported the same level
of workload as when they heard no sound. This suggests that
utilizing the area cue to limit subsequent search area was less 
Table 5: Hand travel distanc (de imeters) by Sound Type.
The numb r of errors made by participants was impacted by
the type of sounds they heard, F (1.78, 44.39) = 51.34, p <
.001, ⌘2p = .715. Table 6 shows that, when participants heard
either the proximity feedback alone, or AC+PF, they committed
fewer errors than when they heard either the area cue or no sound.
It was observed that participants tended to “guess” more often in
the no sound and area cue conditions, thus increasing error count.
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Finally, it was hypothesized that all sound types would lead 
to decreased workload, relative to no sounds, and that these
differences would be largest in the no visibility conditions.
For each dependent variable, a two-way Hyunh-Feldt
repeated measures ANOVA was conduc ed, followed, when 
appropriat , by post-hoc paired Bonferron t-te ts. Post-hoc
compar so s betwe n the no visibility and low visibility
conditi ns within each sou d type showed significant differences
in all ases, and are omitted for brevity. Tes statistics for other 
post-h c t-tests (r presen ed in results tables) ar al o itted.
3. RESULTS
3.1. Vi ibil ty Level
Across all dependent variables, participants performed
significantly better in the low visibility conditions, compared to
the no visibility conditions (Table 2).
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Table 2. Results by Visib lity Level.
3.2. Sound Type
Sound Type had an impact on targeting task times, F(2.56, 63.99)
= 70.10, p < .001, η"# = .74. As shown in Table 3, participants were
substantially faster with all three types of sounds, compared to
when no sounds were present. They took the shortest time when
they heard either the proximity feedback or AC+PF. However, 
task times did not differ between the two conditions with
proximity feedback, suggesting that participants did not receive
meaningful benefits from the area ue when the proximity







Mean 28.01s 25.16s 17.06s 16.46s

















Table 3. Task time (seconds) by Sound Type.
The distance that participants moved their hand to reach 
targets was affected by the type of sound that they heard, F(1,
53.34) = 29.72, p < .001, η"# = .535. Table 4 shows that
participants in the two proximity feedback conditions were twice
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as efficient with their movements toward the target, compared to
the area cue and no sound conditions. However, as with other
dependent variables, proximity feedback and AC+PF led to
equatable performance. Hand travel distance was not different
between the area cue and no soun  conditions, perhaps reflecting
the fact that area cued participants still had to do a significant
amount of effortful haptic and/or low visibility visual search to
precisely locate the targets.


























Table 4. H d travel distance (decim ters) by Sound Type.
The number of times that participants timed out and failed to
find the target was affected by the type of sound they heard, 
F(2,50.06) = 51.34, p < .001, η"# = .673. Table 5 shows that the
two conditions containing proximity feedback both led to fewer
timeouts than the no sound and area cue conditions. However,


































Table 5. Number of tim outs by So nd Type.
The number of errors made by participants was impacted by
the type of sounds they heard, F(1.78, 44.39) = 51.34 , p < .001,
η"# = .715. Table 6 shows that, when participants heard either the
proximity e dback alone, or AC+PF, they committed fewer
errors than when they heard either the area cue or no sound. It was
observed that participants tended to “guess” mor often in th  no


































Table 6. Number of e rors (count per trial) by Sound Type.
Subjective workload was impacted by the type of sound that
participants heard F(2.23, 69.02) = 19.13, p < .001, η"# = .382.
Table 7 shows that, when participants heard either proximity 
feedback or AC+PF, they reported lower workload, compared to
when they heard the area cue or no sound. However, when
participants heard the area cue only, they reported the same level
of workload as when they heard no sound. This suggests that
utilizing the area cue to limit subsequent search area was less 
Table 6: Number of erro s (count p r trial) by Sound T pe.
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Subjective workload was impacted by the type of sound that
participants heard F (2.23, 69.02) = 19.13, p < .001, ⌘2p = .382.
Table 7 shows that, when participants heard either proximity feed-
back or AC+PF, they reported lower workload, compared to when
they heard the area cue or no sound. However, when participants
heard the area cue only, they reported the same level of workload
as when they heard no sound. This suggests that utilizing the area
cue to limit subsequent search area was less impactful on perceived
workload compared to the difficulty of carrying out the subsequent
targeting movement without assistance from the proximity feed-
back.
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impactful on perceived workload compared to the difficulty of
carrying out the subsequent targeting movement without































Table 7. Subjective workload (NASA TLX, 0-100) by Sound 
Type.
3.3. Interaction Effects
For all dependent variables, the effect of Sound Type depended on 
Visibility Level. Overall, Sound Type was more impactful in the
no visibility conditions. This was likely because these participants
tended to rely on the sounds, in particular the proximity feedback 
or AC+PF. However, the sounds still led to some performance
benefits in the low visibility conditions.
The effect of Sound Type on task times depended on
Visibility Level, F(2.47, 61.63) = 28.18, p < .001, η"# = .530, see
Table 8. Sound Type impacted task times in the no visibility 



























from: Feed., Feed., Sound Sound
AC+PF AC+PF
Table 8. Task times (seconds) by Sound Type by Visibility
Level.
The effect of Sound Type on hand travel distance depended 
























































Table 9. Travel distance (decimeters) by Sound Type by
Visibility Level.
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The effect of Sound Type on timeout count depended on
Visibility Level, F(2.14, 53.57) = 46.61, p < .001, η"# = .651. The
number of timeouts differed in the proximity feedback and
AC+PF conditions compared to the no sound and area cue
conditions when where was no visibility, but when low visibility 
was present, there were no significant differences (Table 10).
No Area Proximity AC+PFSound Cue Feedback
Mean 13.60 11.37 2.50 3.53Timeouts (6.08) (7.10) (4.50) (5.97)
No (SD)
Vis Prox. Prox. NoDiffers No Sound,Feed., Feed., Sound,from: Area CueAC+PF AC+PF Area Cue
Table 10. Timeouts by Sound Type by Visibility Level
As shown in Table 11, the effect of Sound Type on the
number of errors depended on Visibility Level, F(1.73, 43.16) =
46.78, p < .001, η"# = .652.
No Area Prox.
Sound Cue Feed. AC+PF
Mean 52.24 40.12 5.83 6.39Errors (28.8) (22.56) (6.55) (7.27)(SD)No No NoVis Prox. Prox.Differs Sound, Sound,Feed., Feed.,from: Area AreaAC+PF AC+PF Cue Cue
Mean 3.37 2.63 1.02 0.83Errors (2.16) (1.92) (1.44) (1.92)(SD)Low No NoVis Prox. Prox.Differs Sound, Sound,Feed., Feed.,from: Area AreaAC+PF AC+PF Cue Cue
Table 11. Errors by Sound Type by Visibility Level.
The effect of Sound Type on subjective workload also
depended on Visibility Level, F(2.54, 78.88) = 4.79, p = .006, η"# = 
.134. When visibility was low, there were fewer significant





























































Table 12. Workload (NASA TLX, 0-100) by Sound Type by
Visibility Level.
Table 7: Subjective workload (NASA TLX, 0-100) by Sound Type.
3.3. Interaction Effect
For all dependent variables, the effect of Sound Type depended
on Visibility Level. Overall, Sound Type was more impactful in
the no visibility conditions. This was likely because these par-
ticipants tended to rely on the sounds, in particular the proximity
feedback or AC+PF. However, the sounds still led to some perfor-
mance ben fits in the low visibility conditions.
The effect of Sound Type on task times depended on Visibility
Level, F (2.47, 61.63) = 28.18, p < .001, ⌘2p = .530, see Table
8. Sound Type impacted task times in the no visibility conditions,
but not in the low visibility conditions.
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impactful on perceived workload co pared to the difficulty of
carrying out the subsequent targeting movement without































Table 7. Subjective workload (N SA TLX, -100) by Sound 
Type.
3.3. Interaction Effects
For all dependent variables, the effect of Sound Type depended on 
Visibility Level. Overall, Sound Type was more impactful in the
no visibility conditions. This was likely because these participants
tended to rely on the sounds, in particular the proximity feedback 
or AC+PF. However, the sounds still led to some performance
benefits in the low visibility conditions.
The effect of Sound Type on task times depended on
Visibility Level, F(2.47, 61.63) = 28.18, p < .001, η"# = .530, see
Table 8. Sound Ty e impacted task t mes in the no v sibility 



























from: Feed., Feed., Sound Sound
AC+PF AC+PF
Table 8. Task times (seconds) by Sound Type by Visibility
Level.
The effect of Sound Type on hand travel distance depended 
























































Table 9. Travel distance (decimeters) by Sound Type by
Visibility Level.
23–27 June 2019, Northumbria University
The effect of Sound Type on timeout count depended on
Visibility Level, F(2.14, 53.57) = 46.61, p < .001, η"# = .651. The
number of timeouts differed in the proximity feedback and
AC+PF conditions compared to the no sound and area cue
conditions when here was no visibility, but when low visibility 
was present, there were no significant differences (Table 10).
No Area Proximity AC+PFSound Cue Feedback
Mean 13.60 1 .37 2.50 3.53Timeouts (6.08) (7.10) (4.50) (5.97)
No (SD)
Vis Prox. Prox. NoDiffers No So nd,Feed., Feed., Sound,from: Area CueAC+PF AC+PF Area Cue
Table 10. Timeouts by Sound Type by Visibility Level
As shown in Table 11, the effect of Sound Type on the
number of errors depended on Visibility Level, F(1.73, 43.16) =
46.78, p < .001, η"# = .652.
No Area Prox.
Sound Cue Feed. AC+PF
Mean 52.24 40.12 5.83 6.39Errors (28.8) (22.56) (6.55) (7.27)(SD)No No NoVis Prox. Prox.Differs Sound, Sound,Feed., Feed.,from: Area AreaAC+PF AC+PF Cue Cue
Mean 3.37 2.63 1.02 0.83Errors (2.16) (1.92) (1.44) (1.92)(SD)Low No NoVis Prox. Prox.Differs Sound, Sound,Feed., Feed.,from: Area AreaAC+PF AC+PF Cue Cue
Table 11. Errors by Sound Type by Visibility Level.
The effect of Sound Type on subjective workload also
depended on Visibility Level, F(2.54, 78.88) = 4.79, p = .006, η"# = 
.134. When visibility was low, there were fewer significant





























































Table 12. Workload (NASA T X, 0-100) by Sound Type by
Visibility Level.
Table 8: Task times (seconds) by Sound Type by Visibility Level.
The effect of Sound Type on hand travel distance depended on
Visibility Level, F (2.25, 56.34) = 21.54, p < .001, ⌘2p = .463,
see Table 9.
The effect of Sound Type on timeout count depended on Vis-
ibility Level, F (2.14, 53.57) = 46.61, p < .001, ⌘2p = .651.
The number of timeouts differed in the proximity feedback and
AC+PF conditions compared to the no sound and area cue con-
ditions when where was no visibility, but when low visibility was
present, there were no significant differences (Table 10).
As shown in Table 11, the effect of Sound Type on the num-
ber of errors depended on Visibility Level, F (1.73, 43.16) =
46.78, p < .001, ⌘2p = .652.
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impactful on perceived workload compared to the difficulty of
carrying out the subsequent targeting movement without































Table 7. Subjective workload (NASA TLX, 0-100) by Sound 
Type.
3.3. Interaction Effects
For all dependent variables, the effect of Sound Type depended on 
Visibility Level. Overall, Sound Type was more impactful in the
no visibility conditions. This was likely because these participants
tended to rely on the sounds, in particular the proximity feedback 
or AC+PF. However, the sounds still led to some performance
benefits in the low visibility conditions.
The effect of Sound Type on task times depended on
Visibility Level, F(2.47, 61.63) = 28.18, p < .001, η"# = .530, see
Table 8. Sound Type impacted task times in the no visibility 
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Table 8. Task times (seconds) by Sound Type by Visibility
Level.
The effect of Sound Type on hand travel distance depended 
























































Table 9. Travel distance (decimeters) by Sound Type by
Visibility Level.
23–27 June 2019, Northumbria University
The effect of Sound Type on timeout count depended on
Visibility Level, F(2.14, 53.57) = 46.61, p < .001, η"# = .651. The
number of timeouts differed in the proximity feedback and
AC+PF conditions compared to the no sound and area cue
conditions when where was no visibility, but when low visibility 
was present, there were no significant differences (Table 10).
No Area Proximity AC+PFSound Cue Feedback
Mean 13.60 11.37 2.50 3.53Timeouts (6.08) (7.10) (4.50) (5.97)
No (SD)
Vis Prox. Prox. NoDiffers No Sound,Feed., Feed., Sound,from: Area CueAC+PF AC+PF Area Cue
Table 10. Timeouts by Sound Type by Visibility Level
As shown in Table 11, the effect of Sound Type on the
number of errors depended on Visibility Level, F(1.73, 43.16) =
46.78, p < .001, η"# = .652.
No Area Prox.
Sound Cue Feed. AC+PF
Mean 52.24 40.12 5.83 6.39Errors (28.8) (22.56) (6.55) (7.27)(SD)No No NoVis Prox. Prox.Differs Sound, Sound,Feed., Feed.,from: Area AreaAC+PF AC+PF Cue Cue
Mean 3.37 2.63 1.02 0.83Errors (2.16) (1.92) (1.44) (1.92)(SD)Low No NoVis Prox. Prox.Differs Sound, Sound,Feed., Feed.,from: Area AreaAC+PF AC+PF Cue Cue
Table 11. Errors by Sound Type by Visibility Level.
The effect of Sound Type on subjective workload also
depended on Visibility Level, F(2.54, 78.88) = 4.79, p = .006, η"# = 
.134. When visibility was low, there were fewer significant





























































Table 12. Workload (NASA TLX, 0-100) by Sound Type by
Visibility Level.
Tabl 9: Travel distance (decimeters) by Sound yp by Visibility
Level.
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impactful on perceived workload compared to the difficulty of
carrying out the subsequent targeting movement without































Table 7. Subjective workload (NASA TLX, 0-100) by Sound 
Type.
3.3. Interaction Effects
For all depende t variables, the effect of Sound Type depend d on 
Visibility Lev l. Overall, Sound Type w s more im ctful in the
no visibility conditio s. This was likely because these participants
tended to rely on the sounds, in particular the proximity fe dback 
or AC+PF. However, he sounds still led to some performance
benefits in the l w visibility conditions.
The effect of Sound Type on task times depended on
Visibility Level, F(2.47, 61.63) = 28.18, p < .001, η"# = .530, see
Table 8. S und Type impacted task times in the no visibility 
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Table 8. Task times (seconds) by Sound Type by Visibility
Level.
The effect of Sound Type on hand travel distance depended 
























































Table 9. Travel distance (decimeters) by Sound Type by
Visibility Level.
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The effect of Sound Type on timeout count depended on
Visibility Level, F(2.14, 53.57) = 46.61, p < .001, η"# = .651. The
number of timeouts iffered in the proximity feedback and
AC+PF conditions compared to the no sound and area cue
conditions when where was no visibility, but when low visibility 
was present, there were no significant differences (Table 10).
No Area Proximity AC+PFSound Cue Feedback
Mean 13.60 11.37 2.50 3.53Timeouts (6.08) (7.10) (4.50) (5.97)
No (SD)
Vis Prox. Prox. NoDiffers No Sound,Feed., Feed., Sound,from: Area CueAC+PF AC+PF Area Cue
Table 10. Timeouts by Sound Type by Visibility Level
As shown in Table 11, the effect of Sound Type on the
number of errors depended on Visibility Level, F(1.73, 43.16) =
46.78, p < .001, η"# = .652.
No Ar a Prox.
Sound Cue Feed. AC+PF
Mean 52.24 40.12 5.83 6 39Errors (28.8) (22.56) (6.55) (7.27)(SD)No No NoVis Prox. Prox.Differs Sound, Sound,Feed., Feed.,from: Area AreaAC+PF AC+PF Cue Cue
Mean 3.37 2.63 1.02 0.83Errors (2.16) (1.92) (1.44) (1.92)(SD)Low No NoVis Prox. Prox.Differs Sound, Sound,Feed., Feed.,from: Area AreaAC+PF AC+PF Cue Cue
Table 11. Errors by Sound Type by Visibility Level.
The effect of Sound Type on subjective workload also
depended on Visibility Level, F(2.54, 78.88) = 4.79, p = .006, η"# = 
.134. When visibility was low, there were fewer significant


























































Table 12. Workload (NASA TLX, 0-100) by Sound Type by
Visibility Level.
Table 10: Timeouts by Sound Type by Visibility Level.
The effect of Sound Type on subjective workload also de-
pended on Visibility Level, F (2.54, 78.88) = 4.79, p =
.006, ⌘2p = .134. When visibility was low, there were fewer sig-
nificant differences between conditions (Table 12).
4. DISCUSSION
In this study, three auditory display approaches were evaluated in
terms of their ability to assist with finding nearby objects in lim-
ited visibility conditions. Using a VR targeting task, the proximity
feedback display was found to be most effective at increasing per-
formance and improving the subjective experience of object tar-
geting with limited visibility. The area cue was less effective at
achieving these goals, and notably did not lower subjective work-
load, but did improve performance via several metrics. When both
sound types were used in tandem (AC+PF), results were the same
as when proximity feedback was used exclusively, indicating that
area cue displays may have limited utility when continuous audio-
motor feedback can be provided. This pattern of results was sim-
ilar for both levels of visibility, but less pronou ced in the low
visibility conditions.
In the no visibility conditions, proximity feedback and
AC+PF both led to large improvements across ependent vari-
ables (Figures 4a, 4b, and 4c). Notably, the proximity feedback led
to a tenfold decrease in errors, indicating that participants were less
likely to adopt a “guessing” strategy. Decreases in hand travel dis-
tance and task times indicate that, overall, participants were able
to utilize the proximity feedback to move more efficiently to the
target. The area cue was also effective at increasing targeting per-
formance, but less so than expected, and not via all metrics. No-
tably, the area cue did not lead to a reduction in workload (Figure
160
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Figure 4a. Mean task times for each sound
type, no visibility conditions.
Figure 4b. Mean hand travel distance for
each sound type, no visibility conditions.
Figure 4c. Subjective workload for each
sound type, no visibility conditions.
Figure 5a. Mean task times for each sound
type, low visibility conditions.
Figure 5b. Mean hand travel distance for
each sound type, low visibility conditions.
Figure 5c. Subjective workload for each
sound type, low visibility conditions.
4. DISCUSSION
In this study, three auditory display approaches were evaluated in
terms of their ability to assist with finding nearby objects in
limited visibility conditions. Using a VR targeting task, the
proximity feedback display was found to be most effective at
increasing performance and improving the subjective experience
of object targeting with limited visibility. The area cue was less
effective at achieving these goals, and notably did not lower
subjective workload, but did improve performance via several 
metrics. When both sound types were used in tandem (AC+PF), 
results were the same as when proximity feedback was used
exclusively, indicating that area cue displays may have limited
utility when continuous audio-motor feedback can be provided.
This pattern of results was similar for both levels of visibility, but
less pronounced in the low visibility conditions.
In the no visibility conditions, proximity feedback and
AC+PF both led to large improvements across dependent
variables (Figures 4a, 4b, and 4c). Notably, the proximity 
feedback led to a tenfold decrease in errors, indicating that
participants were less likely to adopt a “guessing” strategy.
Decreases in hand travel distance and task times indicate that,
overall, participants were able to utilize the proximity feedback to
move more efficiently to the target. The area cue was also
effective at increasing targeting performance, but less so than
expected, and not via all metrics. Notably, the area cue did not
lead to a reduction in workload (Figure 4c). While the area cue
should have reduced the amount of effort required by a full two
thirds, these results suggest that the primary determiner of both
subjective workload and task performance was whether or not the
participant had to perform the laborious task of object targeting 
using only tactile information.
In the low visibility conditions, a similar pattern was present: 
benefits were observed for all sound types compared to no sound.
However, the magnitude of the advantage, as well as differences
between the displays, was less pronounced compared to when
there was no visibility (Figures 5a, 5b, and 5c). This compression
of differences suggests that participants utilized visual input when
it was available. However, there were still significant performance
benefits when the auditory displays were active, as well as a 
reduction in subjective workload associated with the proximity
feedback and AC+PF conditions (Figure 5c). This indicates that
persons who are able to complete a targeting task with limited but
usable visual input can still be expected to benefit from the
presence of auditory targeting displays, in terms of both
performance and workload.
(4a) Mean task times for each sound type,
no visibility conditions.
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Figure 4a. Mean task times for each sound
type, no visibility conditions.
Figure 4b. Mean hand travel distance for
each sound type, no visibility conditions.
Figure 4c. Subjective workload for each
sound type, no visibility conditions.
Figure 5a. Mean task times for each sound
type, low visibility conditions.
Figure 5b. Mean hand travel distance for
each sound type, low visibility conditions.
Figure 5c. Subjective workload for each
sound type, low visibility conditions.
4. DISCUSSION
In this study, three auditory displ y approaches were ev luated in
terms of their ability to a sist with fi di g nearby objects in
limited visibility conditions. Using a VR targeting task, the
proximity feedback display was found to be most ffective at
increasing pe formance and improving the subjective exp rience
f object targeting with limited visibility. The rea cue was less
ffective at ach eving these goals, a d notably did n t lower
subjective workload, but did improv pe formance via several 
metrics. When both sound types were used in tandem (AC+PF), 
results were the same as when proximity feedback wa used
exclusively, indicating hat rea cue displays may have limited
u ility when co tinuous audio-motor feedba k can be provided.
This pattern of results was similar for both levels of visibility, but
less pronounced in the low visibility conditions.
In the no visibility conditions, proximity feedback and
AC+PF both led to large improv ments across dependent
v riables (Figures 4a, 4b, and 4c). Notably, the proximity 
feedback led to a tenfold d cr ase in e rors, indicating hat
participants were less likely to adopt a “guessing” strategy.
D cr ases in hand travel distance and task times indicate hat,
overall, participants were able to utilize the proximity feedback to
move more efficiently to the target. The rea cue w s also
ffective at increasing targeting pe formance, but less so than
exp cted, a d not via all metrics. Notably, the rea cue did not
lead to a reductio in workload (Figure 4c). While the rea cue
should have reduced the amount of effort required by a full two
thirds, these results suggest hat the primary determiner of both
subjective worklo d and task pe formance was w the or not the
participant had to pe form the lab rious task f object targeting 
using only act le information.
In the low visibility conditions, a similar pattern was present: 
benefits were obs rved for all sound types compared t n sound.
However, the magnitude of the adv ntage, as well as differences
between the displays, was less pronounced compared to when
there was no visibility (Figures 5a, 5b, and 5c). This compression
of differences suggests hat participants utilized visual input when
it w s avai able. However, there were still significant pe formance
benefits when the auditory displays were active, as well s a 
reductio  in subjective worklo d associated wit the proximity
feedback and AC+PF conditions (Figure 5c). This indicates hat
persons who are able t complete a targeting task with limited but
usable visual input can still be exp cted to bene it from the
presence of auditory targeting displays, in terms of both
pe formance and workload.
(4b) Mean hand travel distance for each
sound type, no visibility conditions.
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Figure 4 . Mean task times for each sound
type, no visibility c ditions.
Figure 4b. Mean hand travel distance for
each sound type, no visibility c ditions.
Figure 4c. Subjective workload for each
sound type, no visibility c ditions.
Figure 5 . Mean task times for each sound
type, low visibility c ditions.
Figure 5b. Mean hand travel distance for
each sound type, low visibility c ditions.
Figure 5c. Subjective workload for each
sound type, low visibility c ditions.
4. DI CUSSION
In this study, three auditory dis l y pproaches were ev luated in
terms of the r ability to assist with f di g nearby objects in
limited visibility c ditions. Using a VR targeting task, the
proximity feedback display was f und to be most ffective at
increasing pe formance and improving th subjective xp rience
f object targeting with limited visibility. The rea cue wa  less
ffective at ach eving these goals, a d notably did n t lower
subjective workloa , but did im rov pe formanc ia several 
metrics. When both sound types w re used in tandem (AC+PF), 
results were th same as when proximity feedb ck wa used
exc us vely, ndicating hat rea cue displ s may have limited
utility when c ntinuous audi -motor feedba k can be provided.
This pattern of result was similar for both level of visibility, but
less pronou ced in the low visibility c ditions.
In the no visibility c ditions, proximity feedback and
AC+PF bo h ed to large improv ment across pendent
variables (Figures 4 , 4b, and 4c). No ably, the proximity 
feedback led to a tenfold d cr ase in e rors, ndicating hat
rticipants were l ss likely to dopt a “gues ing” strategy.
D cr ases in h nd travel distance and task times ndicate hat,
overall, rticipants were able to utilize the proximity feedback to
v more efficien ly o the targ t. The rea cue w also
ffect ve at increasing targeting pe formance, but less so than
exp cted, a d not via all metrics. No ably, the rea cue did not
lead to a reduction in workload (Figure 4c). While the rea cue
s ould have reduced the amount of effort required by a full two
thirds, these results uggest hat the primary det miner of both
subjective worklo d and task pe formance was w ther or not the
rticipant had t pe form the lab riou task f object targeting 
using only act le information.
In the low visibility c ditions, a similar pattern was present: 
benefits were obs rved for all sound types compared t n sound.
However, the magnitud of the adv ntage, as well as differences
betw en the displ ys, wa less pronounced compared to when
there was no visibility (Figures 5 , 5b, and 5c). This compression
of differences uggests hat rticipants util zed visual input when
it w s avai able. However, there were still s g ificant pe formance
benefits when the auditory displays were active, as well s a 
reduction in subjective worklo d ssocia ed with the proximity
feedback and AC+PF c ditions (Figure 5c). This ndicates hat
persons who are able t complete a targeting task with limi ed but
usable visual input can still be exp cted to bene it from the
presence of auditory targeting displays, in terms of both
pe formance and workload.
(4c) Subjective workload for each sound
type, no visibility conditions.
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Figure 4a. M a task imes f r each und
type, no visibility conditions.
Figur 4b. Mean hand tra el distan e for
each sound type, no visibility conditions.
Figure 4c. Subjective workl a for each
sound type, no visibility conditions.
Figure 5a. Mean task times f r each s und
type, low visibility conditions.
Figur 5b. Mean hand travel distance for
each sound type, low visibility conditions.
Figure 5c. Subjective orkload for each
sound type, low visibility conditions.
4. DISCUSSION
In his study, th e audit ry d play approaches w re valuated
terms of th r ab lity to assist w th finding ne by objects in
limited vis bility onditions. U ing  VR targeting task, the
proximity feedback displ y w s f u d to be most ffecti  at
increasing p rformance and impro ng the subj ctive xperi nc
o obj t targ t ng with limi d visibi ity. The area cue was less
effective at achieving these goals, and n tably did not low
subje tive workl ad, t id im rov p rforma ce via s veral 
metrics. When both sound types were used in t ndem (AC+PF), 
result wer th s me as w en proximity feedb ck was used
exclus vely, i dicati g that area cue displays may have limit
utility whe continuo s ud o-moto eedback can b prov ded.
This patter  f results was similar for both levels f visibility, but
less pronou ced i the ow v s bility c ndit ns.
In the n  visibility conditions, proximi y fe dback and
AC+PF both led to large improvements across dependent
variabl s (Figur s 4a, 4b, an 4c). Notably the proximity 
feedback led to a t nfold decre se in errors, indicating that
participants w re less likely to adopt a “guessing” strategy.
Decreas s in hand travel dist nce and task imes indicate that,
overall, participants were able to utiliz h proximity feedb ck to
move more efficiently to the target. The area cue was also
ff ctive at increasing arg ing pe form nce, bu l ss so than
exp ct d, nd n t via all metrics. Notably, the area cue did not
lead to a re uction in workl ad (Figure 4c). While the area cue
s ould av d ced the amount of effort equir d by a full tw
thirds, th se results suggest ha the pri ry determin f b h
subjective workload and task perf rmance was wh th r or not th
participa t had to perform the laborious task of object targeting 
using only tactile informa on.
In th low visibility conditio s, a similar patt rn was pre ent: 
benefits r observe for all s und types compar d to no sou d.
Ho v r, the magn tude of th advantage, as well as diff renc s
betw en the di plays, was less pronounce compared to when
there was no visibility (Figures 5a, 5b, and 5c). This com ression
of differences suggests that pa ticipants util zed v sual in ut when
it was availabl . However, the e were still significant perform nce
ben fits when th a ditory disp ay were active, as well as a 
r duction i subjective workl a a sociated with t e proximity
f edback and AC+PF condi ions (Figur 5c). This indicates that
persons who are ble to compl te a targeting task with li ited but
usable vi ual input can still be x ected to benefit fr m the
res nce of auditory targeting displays, in terms of both
performance and workload.
(5a) Mean task times for each sound type,
low visibility conditions.
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Figure 4a. Mean task times for each ound
type, no v s bility conditions.
Figure 4b. Mean ha d travel dista ce f r
each sound type, no v s bility conditions.
Figure 4c. Subjective workloa f r each
sound type, no v s bility conditions.
Figure 5a. Mean task imes f r each ound
type, low v s bility conditions.
Fig re 5b. Mean hand travel dis ance for
each sound type, low v s bility conditions.
Fig re 5c. Subjective workl a for each
sound type, low v s bility conditions.
4. DISCUSSION
In this udy, three aud ry display approaches w re evaluated in
t rms of the r ab lity to as ist with fi ding nearby objec s in
l ed v s ility conditions. Usi g a VR arg ting ask, the
proximity edback display was fou d to e mos ff ct ve at
increasing performance an impro ing the subj ctive xperience
o object targeting w limit d v s bility. Th  area cue a  l ss
effective at achieving these goals, and notably did n t low r
subj ct ve w rkload, but di improve perform c via several 
metrics. When both sound typ s were used i  tandem (AC+PF), 
re ults wer the same as w en proximity feedb ck was used
exclusively, i d ca g that area cue isplays m y have limite
ut lity when continuo s audio- ot feedback can be provided.
This patter  of r u ts wa s mila f r both levels of v s bility, but
less pro unced n the low v s bility conditions.
In the no v s bility conditions, proximity f e back and
AC+PF both led to large improvements across d p dent
variabl s (Figures a 4b, and 4c). N tably, the proximity 
feedba k l d to a t nfold decrease in errors, ind c ing that
participants were less k ly to dopt a “gu sing” s r gy.
D cr ses in hand t avel distance and task times indicat th ,
overall, partic pants were bl to utiliz the proximity feedback to
move more efficiently to he target. Th area cue wa also
ff ive t incre s ng targeting performanc , but l ss so than
xpect , and n via a l metrics. Notably, th ar a cue did not
lead to a tion in workl ad (Figur 4c). Whil th area cue
shoul av r duced the amoun o effo t requir d by a full tw
thirds, thes re ults suggest that the p im ry determiner f both
subjec ive w rkload and task p rform nce was wh th r r not the
participant had to perform the laboriou task of object targeting 
using only tactile nformat on.
In th low s bility conditio s, a simil r tter was pre ent: 
b n fits were obs rve f r all soun yp s compared to no sou d.
How v r, the magnitud of th dva tage, as w ll as differ ces
b we n the d plays, wa les pro ounced compared to whe
there was no v ibility (Figures a 5b, and 5c). This compressio
o differ nces suggests participan s u ized visu l input when
it was available. However, ther ere st ll s gn ficant performance
benef ts whe the aud tory displays w re ctive, as well as a 
r uction in subjective w rkload associated with the proximity
f edback nd AC+PF condi ions (Figure 5c). Thi ind ca es that
p r ons who re ble to compl te a arg ting ask wi limited but
usable visu l input can still be xpec ed to benefit fr m t e
pres of auditory ta geting displays, in terms f both
performance and workload.
(5b) Mean hand travel distance for each
sound type, low visibility conditions.
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Figure 4 . Mean task times f r each sound
type, no vis bility conditions.
Figure 4b. Mea hand travel distance for
each sound type, no vis bility conditions.
Figure 4c. Subjective workl ad for each
sound type, no vis bility conditions.
Figure 5 . Mean ask times for each sound
type, low vis bility conditions.
Figure 5b. Mean hand travel distance for
each sound type, low vis bility conditions.
Figure 5c. Subjective workl ad for each
sound type, low vis bility conditions.
4. DISCUSSION
In t is s udy, three auditory dis lay pproaches w r  valuated in
terms of heir ab l ty to a sist with findin nearby objects in
lim ted vis bility ditions. Using a VR targeting task, th
proxim ty fe db ck display was f und to be most effec iv at
increasin performance and improving the subje tiv xp rience
o obje t targ t with lim ted vis bilit . The area cue was less
effec ive t chieving th se goals, and notably id not lower
subje tive workl a , b id imp ove performance ia s veral 
metrics. When both ound types w r us  in t ndem (AC+PF), 
result w re th same s when proxim t feedb ck was us
exclusively, indicating th t area cue displ s may have lim te
utility whe contin ou ud -m tor f edback can be provi ed.
This patte n of results as s m lar f r both l vels of vis bili y, but
less pr nou ced in the low vis bility c dit ons.
I t e no vis b ity c ditions, pr ximity fe dback and
AC+PF both led to l rge improvement across pendent
variables (Figures 4a, 4b, and 4c). Notably, the proximity 
feedback l d to a tenfol decrease in r or , indicatin that
participa ts w r less likely o dopt a “gues ing” s rategy.
Dec ea es i h nd tr v l dis ance and task times ndic that,
ove all, part pants w r able to u ilize th proximity feedback to
ov mor fficien ly to th targ t. The area cue was also
ffec ive at increasing targeting performance, but l ss so than
expected, a d ot v all metrics. Notably, t e area cu  id not
le to a reduction in workl ad (Figure 4c). While the area cue
s ould hav r d ced the amount f effo t quir d by a full two
thirds, these res lts ugges that the primary d t mine f b th
subjective workl ad and t sk pe f mance was whe her or not the
participan had t perform the laborious task of object targeting 
usi g n y tact e nf rmation.
In th low vis bility c itions, a imilar pattern was pr sent: 
b nefits w r obs rv d or all sou d type compared t no sound.
Ho ver, the magnitude of the advantag , s well as diff rences
b t ee the d splays, was less pro ounce compared t wh n
th re wa no vis bil ty (Figures 5 , 5b, and 5c). This com ression
of diff renc s ugg s s that pa ticipant utilized visual input when
 was vailable. How ver, th re still sig ificant performance
b efit when the audit ry displays w re ac ive, as well as a
r ductio i subjective workl ad associated wit th  proximity
feedback and AC+PF c ditions (Figure 5c). T s indicates that
per ons who are able o compl te targe i g task with limited but
usable visual inpu ca still b expec d to b nefit rom the
r sence of auditory t rgeting displays, in terms of both
performance and workload.
(5c) Subjective workload for each sound
type, low visibility conditions.
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impactful on perceived workload compared to the difficulty of
carrying out the subsequent targeting movement without































Table 7. Subjective workload (NASA TLX, 0-100) by Sound 
Type.
3.3. Interaction Effects
For all dependent variables, the effect of Sound Type depended on 
Visibility Level. Overall, Sound Type was more impactful in the
no visibility conditions. This was likely because these participants
tended to rely on the sounds, in particular the proximity feedback 
or AC+PF. However, the sounds still led to some performance
benefits in the low visibility conditions.
The effect of Sound Type on task times depended on
Visibility Level, F(2.47, 61.63) = 28.18, p < .001, η"# = .530, see
Table 8. Sound Type impacted task times in the no visibility 



























from: Feed., Feed., Sound Sound
AC+PF AC+PF
Table 8. Task times (seconds) by Sound Type by Visibility
Level.
The effect of Sound Type on hand travel distance depended 
























































Table 9. Travel distance (decimeters) by Sound Type by
Visibility Level.
23–27 June 2019, Northumbria University
The effect f Sound Type on me ut count depended o
Visibility Level, F(2.14, 53.57) = 46.61, p < .001, η"# = .651. Th
number of timeouts differed in the proximity feedback and
AC+PF conditions compared to the no sound and area cue
conditions when where was no visibility, but when low visibility 
was present, there were no significant differences (Table 10).
No Area Proximity AC+PFSound Cue Feedback
Mean 13.60 11.37 2.50 3.53Timeouts (6.08) (7.10) (4.50) (5.97)
No (SD)
Vis Prox. Prox. NoDiffers No Sound,Feed., Feed., Sound,from: Area CueAC+PF AC+PF Area Cue
Table 10. Timeouts by Sound Type by Visibility Level
As shown in Table 11, the effect of Sound Type on the
number of errors depended on Visibility Level, F(1.73, 43.16) =
46.78, p < .001, η"# = .652.
No Area Prox.
Sound Cue Feed. AC+PF
Mean 52.24 40 12 5.83 6.39Errors (28.8) (22.56) (6.55) (7.27)(SD)No No NoVis Prox. Prox.Differs Sound, Sound,Fee ., Feed.,from: Area AreaAC+PF AC+PF Cue Cue
Mean 3.37 2.63 1.02 0.83Errors (2.16) (1.92) (1.44) (1.92)(SD)Low N NoVis Prox. Prox.Differs Sound, Sound,Feed., Feed.,from: Area AreaAC+PF AC+PF Cue Cu
T bl 11. Errors by S u Type by Vi ibili y Level.
The effect of Sound Type on subjective workload also
depended on Visibility Level, F(2.54, 78.88) = 4.79, p = .006, η"# = 
.134. When isibility was lo , the e w e few significant





























































Table 12. Workload (NASA TLX, 0-100) by Sound Type by
Visibility Level.
Table 11: Err r by Soun Typ by Vi ibility Level.
4c). While the area cue should have reduced the amount of effort
required by a full two thirds, these results suggest that the primary
determiner of both subjective workload and task performance was
whether or not the participant had to perform the laborious task of
object targeting using only tactile information.
In the low visibility conditions, a similar pattern was present:
benefits were observed for all sound types compared to no sound.
However, the magnitude of the advantage, as well as differences
between the displays, was less pronounced compared t when
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impactful on perceived workload compared to the difficulty of
carrying out the subsequent targeting movement without































Table 7. Subjective workload (NASA TLX, 0-100) by Sound 
Type.
3.3. Interaction Effects
For all dependent variables, the effect of Sound Type depended on 
Visibility Level. Overall, Sound Type was more impactful in the
no visibility conditions. This was likely because these participants
tended to rely on the sounds, in particular the proximity feedback 
or AC+PF. However, the sounds still led to some performance
ben fits in the low visibility conditions.
The eff ct f Sound T pe on task times d pended on
Visibility Level, F(2.47, 61.63) = 28.18, p < .001, η"# = .530, see
Table 8. Sound Type impacted task times in the no visibility 



























from: Feed., Feed., Sound Sound
AC+PF AC+PF
Table 8. Task times ( econds) by S  Type by Visibility
Level.
The effect of Sound Type on hand travel distance depended 
























































Table 9. Travel distance (decimeters) by Sound Type by
Visibility Level.
23–27 June 2019, Northumbria University
The effect of Sound Type on timeout count depended on
Visibility Level, F(2.14, 53.57) = 46.61, p < .001, η"# = .651. The
number of timeouts differed in the proximity feedback and
AC+PF conditions compared to the no sound and area cue
conditions when where was no visibility, but whe low visibility 
was present, there were no sig ificant diffe ences (T ble 10).
No Area Proximity AC+PFSound Cue Feedback
Mean 13.60 11.37 2.50 3.53Timeouts (6.08) (7.10) (4.50) (5.97)
No (SD)
Vis Prox. Prox. NoDiffers No Sound,Feed., Feed., Sound,from: Area CueAC+PF AC+PF Area Cue
Table 10. Timeouts by Sound Type by Visibility Level
As shown in Table 11, the effect of Sound Type on the
number of errors depended on Visibility Level, F(1.73, 43.16) =
46.78, p < .001, η"# = .652.
No Area Prox.
Sound Cue Feed. AC+PF
Mean 52.24 40.12 5.83 6.39Errors (28.8) (22.56) (6.55) (7.27)(SD)No No NoVis Prox. Prox.Differs Sound, Sound,Feed., Feed.,from: Area AreaAC+PF AC+PF Cue Cue
Mean 3.37 2.63 1.02 0.83Errors (2.16) (1.92) (1.44) (1.92)(SD)Low No NoVis Prox. Prox.Differs Sound, Sound,Feed., Feed.,from: Area AreaAC+PF AC+PF Cue Cue
Table 11. Errors by Sound Type by Visibility Level.
The effect of Sound Type on subjective workload also
depended on Visibility Level, F(2.54, 78.88) = 4.79, p = .006, η"# = 
.134. Wh n visibility was low, th re were f w r significant





























































Table 12. Workload (NASA TLX, 0-100) by Sound Type by
Visibility Level.Ta 12: W rklo d (NASA TLX, 0-100) by Soun Type by Visi-
ility Le el.
there was no visibility (Figures 5a, 5b, and 5c). This compres-
sion of differences suggests that participants utilized visual input
when it was available. However, there were still significant perfor-
mance benefits when the auditory displays were active, as well as
a reduction in subjective workload associated with the proximity
feedback and AC+PF conditions (Figure 5c). This indicates that
persons who are able to complete a targeting task with limited but
usable visual input can still be expected to benefit from the pres-
161
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ence of auditory targeting displays, in terms of both performance
and workload.
4.1. Conclusion
The three auditory displays evaluated in this study were effective
at increasing object targeting performance, and should be incorpo-
rated into virtual or mixed reality systems that endeavor to assist
humans in limited visibility conditions, depending on the technical
abilities of each system and needs of the task. Providing proxim-
ity feedback with which motor movements can be guided should
be considered when feasible, rather than solely utilizing area cue-
ing displays. Incorporating auditory targeting displays of the types
discussed here into future systems could increase the usability of
everyday environments without visual input, and support task per-
formance in a variety of low visibility situations.
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